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Abstract

Concerns about the risks of unmitigated greenhouse gas emissions are growing. At the same time, confidence that international policy agreements will succeed in considerably lowering anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions is declining. Perhaps as a result, various geoengineering solutions are gaining attention and credibility as a way to manage climate change. Serious consideration is currently being given to proposals to cool the planet through solar-radiation management (SRM). Here we analyze how the unique and nontrivial risks of geoengineering strategies pose fundamental questions at the interface between science and ethics. To illustrate the importance of integrated ethical and scientific analysis, we define key open questions and outline a coupled scientific-ethical research agenda to analyze SRM geoengineering proposals. We identify nine key fields of coupled research including whether SRM can be tested, how quickly learning could occur, normative decisions embedded in how different climate trajectories are valued, and justice issues regarding distribution of the harms and benefits of geoengineering. To ensure that ethical analyses are coupled with scientific analyses of this form of geoengineering, we advocate that funding agencies recognize the essential nature of this coupled research by establishing an Ethical, Legal, and Social Implications (ELSI) program for SRM.

1. Introduction

Anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions are projected to drive considerable climate change over the next decades to millennia (Alley et al., 2007). The projected changes in the physical and biogeochemical systems include general warming, changes in precipitation patterns, and sea-level rise. The projected impacts of these climatic changes on natural systems and
human welfare differ across space and time. There will be winners and losers, but the average impact on livelihoods and well-being, for example, is projected to be negative (Adger et al., 2007). The key strategies in response to these climate change risks discussed in the mainstream scientific assessments are (i) adapting to the changes (i.e., reduce the impacts of a given climate change) and (ii) mitigating the greenhouse gas emissions (i.e., reducing the magnitude of the climate forcing through reductions in emissions of greenhouse gases) (Barker et al., 2007). The implementation of adaptation and mitigation strategies is, however, complicated by a number of problems. For one, anthropogenic forcing may lead to an abrupt or nonlinear threshold response in the climate system (Alley et al., 2003). In other words, the climate system may respond abruptly rather than smoothly and reversibly to the forcing, in a way where the time-scale of the response can be much shorter than the time-scale of the forcing and/or the climate system may not return to the original state once the anthropogenic forcing is removed. (Examples of these potential climate threshold responses are discussed below). Given the considerable inertia of the coupled socio-economic and climate systems, past anthropogenic climate forcings may have already committed future generations to a climate threshold response (e.g. Keller and McInerney, 2008; Keller et al., 2005; Urban and Keller, 2010). In this case a fast acting option may be desirable.

Proposals to modify the climate deliberately in order to counter global warming have gone from marginalized to mainstream in the last decade. Many studies argue that efforts to geoengineer the environment may be necessary to avoid catastrophic climate effects. Keith et al. (Keith et al., 2010, p. 426), for example, argue that geoengineering “may be the only human response that can fed off rapid and high-consequence climate impacts.” Such proposals are lent credibility by the slow political momentum to reduce global levels of greenhouse gases. “The reality of climate change and the lack of international consensus on how to arrest greenhouse gas emissions makes it imperative for the survival of the planet as we know it that there be a Plan B” (Morgan et al., 2011, p. 4).

A frequently proposed geoengineering technique is solar-radiation management (SRM). SRM is designed to change the Earth’s albedo in an effort to control how much solar energy reaches the planet’s surface (see Crutzen, 2006). SRM proposals consider approaches such as increasing the Earth’s albedo by deploying sulfate aerosol in the stratosphere or by increasing cloud cover, which scatters and reflects sunlight and thereby cools the planet for as long as the SRM is maintained. Scientists and engineers who support SRM research claim that there is an urgent need to have a strategy in place as insurance should the climate turn out to be more sensitive than expected to rising levels of greenhouse gases or to avoid high impact climate events such as loss of the Greenland ice sheet (see Keith et al., 2010); others view SRM as a bridge strategy to more effectively slow global warming while developing new energy technologies and strengthening political will to support serious mitigation strategies (see Wigley, 2006).

Analyses that propose further research and field tests of SRM argue that, if well understood, SRM eventually could be used to stabilize global temperature at a predetermined
level and thereby avert impending threshold collapses or tipping points in the climate system. For example, some contend that SRM could be deployed quickly to stop the melting of polar ice sheets that may possibly be at a critical threshold where the melting cannot be reversed (Keith et al., 2010; MacCracken, 2009). On this view, for example, if the melting of the Greenland ice sheet were discovered to be imminent, SRM might be the only method available whose response time is short enough to prevent the threshold response (Irvine et al., 2009). This is because the injection of aerosol in the stratosphere can rapidly lower global temperatures (Robock et al., 2008), thus perhaps slowing or halting the melting of ice sheets in a more immediate manner compared to greenhouse gas mitigation strategies, which would take longer to impact temperature due to the long residency times of many atmospheric greenhouse gases, such as CO₂ (Archer and Brovkin, 2008). A second example of a potential climate tipping point motivating geoengineering research is the release of methane from melting Arctic tundra (Morgan and Rieke, 2011, p. 13). Since methane is a particularly potent greenhouse gas, melting tundra serves as a positive feedback to global warming: the release of methane into the atmosphere causes increased warming, which in turn causes the release of more methane, which causes increased warming, and so on (Heimann and Reichstein, 2008). Once again, SRM potentially could be used to avert this tipping point by quickly stabilizing global temperature at a level that avoids the melting of the Arctic tundra and subsequent release of methane. Last, but not least, proponents of further SRM research also note that it could be used to avoid a shutdown of the meridional overturning circulation (MOC) (Crutzen, 2006, p. 241; MacCracken, 2006). Although there is a low probability of this particular threshold collapse occurring, a shutdown of the MOC could have drastic and potentially harmful impacts on natural and economic systems (cf. Keller et al., 2004; Vellinga and Wood, 2008). The implicit (but thus far uncertain and nontrivial to assess) assumption is that SRM can avert climate threshold responses with realistic warning times.

SRM also could be used to address other, potentially harmful impacts of climate change. For example, SRM could achieve a global temperature that slows or prevents sea-level rise from causes other than potentially highly nonlinear changes in ice sheets, e.g. due to thermosteric sea-level rise (Crutzen, 2006, p. 213; MacCracken, 2006, p. 241; Wigley, 2006). Further, proponents of SRM research suggest that SRM could reduce the risks that climate change poses to biodiversity (Crutzen, 2006, p. 214) and agricultural production (Morgan and Rieke, 2011, p. 13). Finally, should the global climate be highly sensitive to an increase in atmospheric greenhouse gases, SRM could be used to quickly address otherwise drastic increases in global temperature (Keith et al., 2010, p. 426).

Publications in support of SRM research readily admit that SRM deployment will likely have serious side-effects, which we will detail below. Reminding us that “a world cooled by managing sunlight will not be the same as one cooled by lowering emissions,” Keith et al. (2010) argue nonetheless “that the risks of not doing research [on SRM] outweigh the risks of doing it,” for as noted earlier they contend that it may be the only response to averting various climate catastrophes. These publications typically underscore that SRM deployment will very likely
have serious side-effects but argue that “it would be reckless to conduct the first large-scale SRM tests in an emergency” (Keith et al., 2010, p. 456).

Studies supporting SRM research have stressed the need for international governance of SRM (see Morgan and Ricke, 2011). While important, these proposals focus primarily on geopolitical risks and give only very little attention to clarifying the ethical and justice issues that should motivate the policy needs. These studies are also mostly silent on the ethical issues surrounding SRM research itself. Given the number and potential magnitude of these ethical issues, it is essential that they become a focus of investigation as well as policy formation. We cannot in a short essay develop a comprehensive analysis of the ethical issues that should inform both research and policy regarding SRM. Our goals instead are (i) to delineate the complex coupling of scientific and ethical issues involved in SRM research, namely, computer modeling and natural event analyses) and pre-deployment for testing, as well as the ethical issues to be addressed prior to and during deployment for geoengineering, and (ii) to provide a research agenda for coupled ethical-scientific research in the area of SRM.

To appreciate the ethical issues facing SRM research, testing, and deployment, it is first important to understand the potential negative impacts of SRM, to which we turn in the next section.

2. The Impacts of SRM

If deployed, SRM may negatively impact both human beings and non-human organisms. First, injecting sulfate aerosol into the stratosphere could alter regional precipitation and evaporation patterns around the globe, as suggested by various computer model simulations (Irvine et al., 2010; Matthews and Caldeira, 2007; Robock et al., 2008). This occurred in the wake of the Mount Pinatubo eruption in 1991, which injected twenty megatons of SO$_2$ into the stratosphere (Robock, 2008) and was correlated with a decrease in precipitation and occurrence of droughts in some regions (Trenberth and Dai, 2007, p. 15). Forms of SRM that inject sulfate precursor aerosol into the stratosphere could have similar effects, such as a decrease of average annual precipitation in Africa, South America, southeastern Asia (Matthews and Caldeira, 2007). Such alterations in regional precipitation could harm people in these regions by putting their food and water resources under stress and possibly leading to drought and famine (Brewer, 2007; Robock et al., 2008). Because the populations in some of these regions suffer from a high level of poverty, such impacts could have serious negative effects on basic human rights such as food security. Moreover, SRM-induced precipitation changes might affect ecosystems in ways harmful to non-human organisms, although this issue has received, thus far, scant attention in the literature (Naik et al., 2003).

Second, as indicated in various models, there are likely to be distinct regional differences in the response to different levels of solar-radiation management. Ricke et al (2010), for example argues that “the relative appeal of different levels of SRM depends on the region considered and the variable (temperature or precipitation) that is deemed most important” (p. 538). This study demonstrates that different levels of SRM would be required to sustain annual
or seasonal water resources in one region than would be required to retain summer sea ice in another. The conclusion that the “results demonstrate that not only would ‘optimal’ SRM activities imply different things for different regions,” but since the impacts significantly diverge the longer SRM activity is deployed, “negotiations over the amount of SRM could become inherently more difficult the longer such activities were used to compensate for rising greenhouse gas concentrations” (2010, p. 540).

Third, SRM via aerosol injections will not address the problem of ocean acidification. Since SRM does not remove CO₂ from the atmosphere, the Earth’s oceans would continue to become more acidic by absorbing more atmospheric CO₂ (Doney et al., 2009; Fabry et al., 2008; Raven et al., 2005). High levels of CO₂ alter ocean chemistry and can negatively affect the shell formation ability of marine calcifying organisms such as corals (Doney et al., 2009), with subsequent impacts on the ecosystem level (Hoegh-Guldberg et al., 2007). In addition to the harm this could cause marine organisms in such ecosystems, increased ocean acidification also could negatively affect human beings who depend on coral reefs for coastal protection and for income from fisheries and tourism (Hoegh-Guldberg et al., 2007).

Fourth, aerosol injections would reflect light from the Earth but would also convert a fraction of the direct light into diffuse light (Rasch et al., 2008). A decrease in direct light coupled with an increase in the diffuse fraction of light has been observed to result in increased photosynthesis and may result in boosted net primary productivity (Gu et al., 2003; Mercado et al., 2009). A higher fraction of diffuse light would have a negative impact on concentrating solar power production as diffuse light cannot be focused, reducing the potential for renewable energy generation from this source (Murphy, 2009).

Fifth, SRM with aerosol injections could cause ozone depletion (Rasch et al., 2008; Tilmes et al., 2008), thus allowing more ultraviolet radiation to reach the Earth’s surface and increasing the risk of health impacts associated with exposure to such radiation (Moan et al., 2008).

Sixth, because aerosol SRM is relatively inexpensive (Barrett, 2008), a single state could deploy SRM unilaterally (Victor, 2008; Victor et al., 2009), potentially in a manner that serves its own perceived self-interests but has harmful side-effects people and/or ecosystems in other regions, such as, for example, decreased precipitation leading to harmful droughts.

Seventh, there is a risk that SRM could be unintentionally discontinued (e.g., due to war) after being deployed, which would allow very rapid global warming (Goes et al., 2011; Ross and Matthews, 2009). Such an abrupt increase in temperature could cause severe negative impacts on ecological and economic systems (Goes et al., 2011).

3. **SRM: Coupled Ethical-Scientific Research**

Given the potentially harmful impacts of SRM with aerosol injections, analysts have recognized that the research and potential deployment of geoengineering raises important ethical issues (Keith, 2000, pp. 277-278; Kiehl, 2006; MacCracken, 2006; Robock, 2008; Shepherd, 2009, p. 39). Morgan and Ricke, for example, (2011, p. 19) notes that “social, behavioural, legal
and ethical issues will be important” in many cases of SRM research and Crutzen (2006, p. 217) states that, “Scientific, legal, ethical, and societal issues, regarding the climate modification scheme are many.”

We concur with the view that ethical issues should be a central component of SRM research, as well as a central factor in considerations of deployment for geoengineering. However, we would stress, and will illustrate here through delineation of the ethical issues relevant to SRM research, that ethical analysis is not simply to be put into operation once the scientific and social scientific analysis is completed. On the contrary, ethically significant decisions are often embedded in the scientific analysis itself, as well as in how scientific models represent impacts and vulnerabilities. While it is already well-recognized that climate change science demands a richly interdisciplinary approach, in this essay we aim to underscore an essential, though too often overlooked, component of the interdisciplinary nature of climate science, namely that of ethical analysis.

The analysis of geoengineering proposals requires an integrated analysis that includes ethics for at least two main reasons. The first reason is that geoengineering proposals cause nontrivial risks of harm across many dimensions such as time, space, species, and socioeconomic status (Crutzen, 2006; Goes et al., 2011; Svoboda et al., 2011). A sound characterization of the underlying probabilities and risks requires a well-integrated analysis spanning fields such as Earth sciences, statistics, and economics (see Goes et al., 2011). The resulting risk characterizations are then ethically relevant inputs to both pre-deployment and deployment decisions (see Svoboda et al., 2011). As a result, the ethical and economic analyses hinge critically on a (hopefully) solid foundation provided by the natural and social sciences.

The second reason for underscoring the importance of an integrated analysis is that the ethical assessment often poses scientific questions that are not typically addressed in natural and social science assessments. Ethical considerations often suggest new areas of research that must be addressed before ethical analysis can be pursued. In other words, there can be crucial interactions (see Figures 1 and 2) from the ethical analysis to the natural and social science analysis. For example, whether a particular geoengineering proposal satisfied the requirements of inter- and/or intra-generational justice can hinge on geophysical factors involving (i) very long time scales (centuries to millennia), (ii) differences in regional impacts, and (iii) potential low-probability / high impact events. These events are, thus far, quite poorly represented in the current generation of Earth system models (Meehl et al., 2007, Keller et al., 2008, Urban and Keller, 2009). Hence, the ethical analysis points to open and decision-relevant research questions in the natural and social sciences.
We are not alone in our stance concerning the importance of ethical research for SRM. The 2009 Royal Society Report affirmed that “it is clear that ethical considerations are central to decision-making in this field” (p. 39) and concluded that “the acceptability of geoengineering will be determined as much by social, legal and political factors, as by scientific and technical factors” (p. 50). However, what has been lacking is a clear delineation of the issues and in particular: a) the ethical issues that must be addressed in the course of scientific decision-making about research and testing and b) the types of scientific knowledge and levels of confidence about models that would be ethically required to warrant responsible SRM deployment.

In demarcating the wide range and importance of these issues, we contend that the complexity of coupled ethical-scientific issues facing SRM research is analogous in terms of the complexity and importance to the types of ethical issues facing scientists working on the human genome project. Recognition of the salience and centrality of ethical issues facing human genome research led, in the 1980s, to a federally funded program to study the ethical, legal, and social implications of this research, namely, the ELSI Program of the National Center for Human Genome Research. As acknowledged by the National Human Genome Research Institute:

the planners of the Human Genome Project (HGP) recognized that the information gained from mapping and sequencing the human genome would have profound implications for individuals, families and society. While this information would have the potential to dramatically improve human health, they also realized that it would raise a number of complex ethical, legal and social issues…The Ethical, Legal and Social Implications (ELSI) Research Program was established to address these issues and has become an integral part of the HGP. ELSI provides a new approach to scientific research by identifying, analyzing and addressing the ethical, legal and social implications of human
genetics research at the same time that the basic science is being studied. In this way, problem areas can be identified and solutions developed before scientific information is integrated into health care practice (National Human Genome Research Institute, 2010).

Our goal is to illustrate that the wide range of coupled scientific and ethical issues raised by SRM research is ground for establishing a formal program that will support this type of research. While proposals to accelerate SRM research and testing are receiving serious consideration (Morgan and Ricke 2011; Keith et al. 2010), efforts to understand the ethical issues relevant to SRM research and deployment in order to identify and define the major issues of concern and develop policy options to address them have been, thus far, quite limited. We therefore advocate a model similar to that developed by the HGP and urge that SRM research include such an ELSI program to ensure that this essential research is included as part of any SRM program. While our position is compatible with the Royal Society’s recognition that ethical issues are central to decision-making, this is a stronger stand in insisting that the ethical analysis be coupled with scientific analysis, and that funding agencies recognize the importance of such work through establishing funding programs for coupled ethical-scientific analyses of SRM. Furthermore, we underscore that this field of study should be strengthened prior to and included in considerations of the feasibility of SRM deployment as well as pre-deployment for testing.

The remainder of this essay is an effort to map a research agenda for coupled ethical-scientific research relevant to SRM and to delineate some of the major issues. While not claiming to have provided an exhaustive list of topics, by identifying some of the central issues, we aim to highlight the complexity of this research and underscore its importance to responsible scientific research on this topic.

4. Delineating a Research Agenda

Although geophysical impacts are a key element of any analysis of the viability of deploying SRM to addressing the adverse effects of global climate change, studies too often move from a discussion of likely geophysical impacts directly to proposals for governance of SRM. However, to do so ignores many other relevant issues including: a) analyses of the scientific and economic feasibility of various SRM objectives; b) careful considerations of risk and uncertainties including an analysis of the ethical dimensions of adopting various courses of action related to SRM research or deployment; and c) a full understanding of the physical and social impacts of SRM with attention paid to how the benefits and harms of those impacts are spatially and temporally distributed in order to appreciate issues of distributive and intergenerational justice. These concerns can be broadly categorized as risks due to (i) direct impacts of a given strategy and (ii) impacts arising from the interactions within the coupled natural and human systems. Finally, there are various issues surrounding the viability of implementing certain courses of action due not only to technological feasibility, but also to
ethical, political, and legal viability. We offer Figure 2 as an effort to provide a conceptual map of this complex and interrelated field of inquiry.

Figure 2: Conceptual map of the interdisciplinary nature of geoengineering research.

Assessing geoengineering strategies requires an analysis of the coupled scientific, economical, ethical, technological, political, and legal questions (Figure 2). As discussed below, the coupling is important, because the disciplinary questions require inputs from neighboring disciplines and because the interactions between the different system components can be crucial.

Delineation of a research agenda also requires identifying the different categories of SRM research in order to clarify the ethical issues facing each area of research, as well as addressing ethical issues that would be raised by SRM deployment. To this purpose, we delineate three categories relevant to SRM:

Category 1: Theoretical analyses such as computer modeling; analysis of natural events such as volcanic eruptions; and laboratory testing of relevant technologies.
Category 2: SRM pre-deployment (for testing)
Category 3: Deployment for geoengineering
The first two categories are types of SRM research. We do not classify the third category as SRM research, though we recognize that it is likely that if SRM were deployed for geoengineering purposes, a research program would be very likely accompany it to attempt to determine if it should be continued.

Our categorization diverges from current terminology, which combines observation and analysis of natural events and pre-deployment under the rubric of “field studies” (e.g., Morgan and Ricke, 2011). While both types of research go beyond the lab, and thus could be seen as “experiments in the field,” there is a significant difference between them in that analysis of natural events such as volcanic eruptions do not involve intentional manipulation of the environment. Given that intentionally acting in a way that could result in changes to geophysical properties such as temperature or precipitation can itself raise ethical issues, when considering ethical analyses, it is more accurate to classify research on natural events within the same category as computer modeling and laboratory studies.

4.1 Can Geoengineering Be Tested?

We begin our demarcation of a research agenda with a “meta-question,” namely, whether SRM can in fact be tested. At this point, it is perhaps useful to define the term “test.” For the purposes of this discussion, we define “test” as a method to determine if an action results in the desired effect without unacceptable harmful side-effects. This terminology can be applied to different purposes and scales, such as small-scale developmental testing of technology, equipment and deployment, or larger-scale testing of the climate system response to SRM strategies using models or field studies.

It has been argued that there is an urgent need for research into geo-engineering options and that this research would go beyond modeling or studying natural events, by including field studies (Keith et al., 2010). Such research has been deemed a necessary step prior to partial and/or full-deployment of SRM for geoengineering and is seen as providing the basis for evaluating SRM technologies, testing the response of the system, and exploring possible unintended consequences. While there has yet to be intentional modification of the climate system to test SRM, other than some efforts at cloud whitening (cites), proposed options include small-scale deployment of stratospheric aerosol to analyze the radiative effects. Other tests have included idealized climate modeling studies examining possible effects of SRM on temperature and precipitation patterns at the regional and global scales (e.g. Matthews and Caldeira, 2007; Irvine et al., 2010; Ricke et al., 2010). In addition, volcanic eruptions can be considered natural SRM tests, because the stratospheric aerosol emitted by volcanic eruptions can alter global temperature patterns on short (annual) time scales. While these preliminary tests have provided some insight into SRM impacts and strategies, there are major challenges in extrapolating the results from idealized climate models, volcanic eruptions, and proposed small-scale field studies involving partial deployment. Inferring the system response at the global level from these limited efforts is difficult and perhaps not possible.
Regarding climate models there are a variety of concerns. Climate models are inherently uncertain. The current generation of models does not capture fundamental physical processes important for climate due to limitations in computational resources and mechanistic understanding. Several major sources of uncertainty in climate models include vertical mixing in the ocean (Goes et al., 2011; Wunsch and Ferrari, 2004), evolution of polar ice (including ice sheets and glaciers) (Meehl et al, 2007), radiative feedbacks in the atmosphere (Bony and Dufresne, 2005), and clouds and precipitation. These limitations lead to poor representation (or the complete lack) of important feedbacks and interactions that could significantly influence global climate conditions, such as explaining past warm paradoxes (e.g. the Pliocene and/or Eocene) and abrupt climate transitions (e.g. the Younger-Dryas event). All of these areas of uncertainty would be highly sensitive to SRM deployment, as they can influence global temperatures, precipitation patterns, and sea level rise.

To further clarify the nature of the issues, consider the issue of non-linear internal feedbacks. Interactions between uncertain climate processes may be capable of producing feedbacks between the various components of the climate system that result in bifurcations of the system. These bifurcations can lead to abrupt shifts, or transition between states, which are denoted by markedly different climate conditions. Figure 3 displays a conceptual illustration of a climate bifurcation. In the figure, the blue circle denotes a stable climate regime, such as present-day conditions, where small changes in forcing trigger a negative feedback response by the system. In other words, for small forcing (and sensitivity to forcing), the climate tends to remain in the current-day state. However, as the forcing increases, the climate system may reach a critical threshold where it transitions to unstable conditions, meaning that small changes in the forcing now result in a drastic shift in the climate state. This ultimately yields a considerably different climate state. The system may also exhibit strong memory, or hysteresis, meaning that reducing the forcing after the transition will not necessarily return the system to the original climate. The new state may also be in stable equilibrium, or in other words, there may be multiple equilibrium climate states for the same set of forcing conditions. The choice of states is dictated by the evolution of the system and the magnitude and rate of forcing.
One example of a climate bifurcation is the shutdown of the ocean’s meridional overturning circulation, which is a major contributor to global-scale transports of heat and mass by the oceans. This circulation has been shown to undergo abrupt change in the past (e.g. the during the Younger-Dryas event, (McManus et al., 2004)) leading to a global-scale climate shift, and the future of this circulation is deeply uncertain ((Meehl et al, 2007). This circulation pattern is sensitive to ocean mixing rates (Bryan, 1987; Kuhlbrodt et al., 2007), Southern Ocean winds (Toggweiler and Samuels, 1993), ocean temperature patterns, and freshening and/or salinification (Stommel, 1961). All of these processes can be directly influenced by SRM strategies, and interactions are poorly represented in climate models. Thus, the response of this circulation pattern to changes in forcing is not well understood, and feedbacks in the coupled system that are not yet captured in climate models may result in unintended impacts. These potential consequences raise additional concerns regarding SRM strategies. As a result, given that impacts related to uncertainties in key physical processes and feedbacks are not yet captured in conceptual and numerical climate models, it is difficult to rely on model results to argue for (or against) deployment of geo-engineering.

An additional SRM concern deals with the delayed system response to forcing. Large scale circulations in the atmosphere and oceans are governed by different time scales, and motions in the ocean are much slower than the atmosphere. Thus, the response times to changes in external forcing are fundamentally different, and the response by the ocean may be much later than the atmosphere for the same forcing. Because of this, oceanic perturbations by SRM strategies deployed in the atmosphere, may not manifest an oceanic response until years to decades later. The effects may reverberate through the system through teleconnection patterns stemming from long time-scale ocean-atmosphere feedbacks. An example of a relevant feedback response relates to the meridional overturning circulation, equatorial Pacific thermocline depths, and the El Nino-Southern Oscillation (Timmermann et al., 2005). In this scenario, changes in the meridional overturning strength, associated with cold water sinking at
high northern latitudes in the Atlantic basin, can eventually lead to modifications in tropical thermocline depths in the equatorial Pacific. The thermocline marks the largest vertical temperature gradient in the ocean, and its depth in the equatorial Pacific is closely linked to the behavior of the El Nino-Southern Oscillation, which can influence temperature and precipitation patterns worldwide. This inter-basin teleconnection pattern works on timescales of decades to millennia. Thus, through long timescale feedbacks such as these, relatively short-duration forcing events by geo-engineering strategies like SRM may not be fully realized by the climate system until long after stopping SRM. The full extent of such interactions and feedbacks has yet to be explored.

It has been proposed that small-scale field studies are needed to test SRM prior to full deployment of geo-engineering strategies, such as locally injecting small quantities of aerosol into the stratosphere. Such experiments are perhaps useful for understanding the radiative processes at the particle scale and for optimizing deployment technologies, but they are likely incapable of revealing actionable early warning signals of undesirable climate responses. Findings from regional deployment will not apply to the full-scale deployment due to differences in the temporal response time between spatial scales. In other words, the local response to regional forcing is quite different from the large-scale response to global forcing, because the governing dynamical processes and time scales are fundamentally different. Past studies have pointed to volcanic activity as a possible indicator of the global response to stratospheric aerosol deployment (see Trenberth and Dai, 2007). However, these events represent a nearly instantaneous (single pulse) annual time scale forcing of the system, rather than continued deployment as would be needed with SRM. So while the spatial scale between climate forcing scenarios is now equivalent, there is still a disparity in the temporal scale of the forcing. These limitations make it difficult to employ field-testing or natural event analyses to learn about how the system will respond to SRM. Limited deployment on small spatial and temporal scales may not reveal the global scale effects, particularly for time scales beyond atmospheric residence time of aerosol, but these longer time scales may be important for understanding the ocean’s response and any latent feedbacks within the coupled climate system.

This raises concerns about the viability of field tests to determine the safety of deployment. Some studies have suggested that scientists might want to go beyond computer and laboratory studies and analysis of natural events, to engage in field studies in order to gain more knowledge about SRM. One proposal, for example, maintains that while a SRM research program should begin with expanded computer simulations and laboratory studies, “because there are many important questions about these technologies that can only be answered by observing the real world, within a few years it will likely be necessary to also conduct modest low-level field testing” (Morgan and Ricke 2011, p. 17). The proposal includes a decision tree for research on SRM in which the goal or outcome from field testing is to determine whether or not SRM would have serious externalities. However, for the reasons given above, the type of learning projected from small-scale deployment may not be possible, which raises concerns about
the justification for conducting such experiments, particularly since there is a possibility for these experiments to have negative impacts.

4.2 What are the coupled scientific-ethical issues relevant to SRM pre-deployment for testing?

The discussion of our meta-question about whether it is possible to test SRM leads to our first coupled scientific-ethical research field, namely what are the coupled scientific-ethical issues relevant to SRM pre-deployment for testing.

Given the limitations above described to both SRM modeling and to pre-deployment for testing impacts on the climate system, it remains unclear what the necessary temporal and spatial scales of such tests would be in order to adequately capture the response of the climate system. The general response of the climate system to SRM is deeply uncertain, due to limited understanding of key climate processes, fundamentally different atmospheric and oceanic response times, and possible non-linear feedbacks that include bifurcations in the system leading to abrupt climate shifts. *It is likely that we simply may not know with confidence and the required spatial resolution how the planet will respond to geoengineering until full-deployment, and even then the extent of the impacts may not be experienced until long after SRM has ended.* This is a serious complication, then, to the argument that pre-deployment for testing purposes is a necessary step to ensure the safety of deployment for geoengineering. Smaller-scale SRM deployment for testing may not provide the knowledge needed to understand the impacts of large-scale deployment, which may have serious risks of its own that we will not understand for decades after it is stopped.

This then raises a series of coupled ethical-scientific concerns regarding field-testing of SRM to determine impacts of SRM on climate systems. These include:

- What can be inferred from the limited scale experiments about the potential of a full-scale experiment, and what can not? Will this knowledge be adequate for making a responsible decision? Will this knowledge be sufficient to warrant the risks of field-testing?
- Is it possible to estimate the large-scale system response from a small-scale field test?
- What “side-effects” will result from pre-deployment and can they be predicted?
- What are the costs of the “side-effects” of field-testing?
- What are the bounds of permissible field testing in terms of spatial and temporal extent as well as the degree of environmental modification and intrusion?
- Are there field tests, i.e., SRM pre-deployment for testing that would incur only modest risks of significant “side-effects”? What level of confidence would be ethically adequate to conduct such tests? What can be learned from such tests?
- What scientific and ethical knowledge is required to responsibly decide whether to start SRM field-testing? What is the basis for deciding on acceptable risk levels for field-testing? What level of learning would justify risks of side-effects?
• What measures of impacts would be used to determine that the costs of field-testing are higher than the benefits of field-testing and should be halted?
• What is the boundary between field-testing and deployment?
• Will some regions be more harmed by SRM field testing than others?
• Will those nations/regions/individuals harmed by SRM field-testing and/or deployment for geoengineering be compensated?
• Who will be responsible for potentially required compensation and how will compensation be determined?

4.3 Are there political risks of conducting SRM research?

There are various potential political risks of conducting SRM research. We here include Category One and Two activities (theoretical analyses and pre-deployment for field testing). There is some concern, for example, that geoengineering research might pose a moral hazard by causing persons to be less concerned than they otherwise would be with respect to the risks posed by climate change. For example, what is the probability that geoengineering research would impede research into other responses to climate change or reduce the political will to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions? This topic has begun to receive attention (Bunzl, 2009), but more research is needed both on the likelihood and nature of this risk, as well as other potential political risks. For example, what is the probability that conducting SRM research would lead to unregulated, unilateral, or self-interested uses? Do the political risks of pre-deployment differ from those of theoretical analyses? Some of the coupled scientific-ethical research questions relevant to political risks include:

• Could social science research collect empirical data on whether SRM research would pose a moral hazard? Can uncertainties be sufficiently reduced to support responsible action?
• Might fears concerning the possibility of SRM deployment for geoengineering trigger stronger mitigation practices?
• Might conducting SRM research lead to unregulated, unilateral, or self-interested uses?
• How inclusive should decisions on SRM research be? Would agreement between the limited number of nations ‘capable’ of SRM deployment be sufficient or would unanimous global consent be required?
• What is the probability that SRM research could lead to political destabilization and conflict, either, for example, a) as a result of geographically varying impacts of pre-deployment for testing (e.g. political unrest in countries that are or believe they are more harmed) or b) through fears that research is being done in order to use geoengineering for immoral purposes, such as unilateral deployment indifferent to harms on others or even targeting for harm particular nations or regions?
4.4 What are feasible climate trajectories?
An important aspect of the coupled scientific-ethical dimensions of SRM for geoengineering lies in comparing the costs and benefits of geoengineering to various other kinds of climate policies. That is, what are the coupled scientific and ethical issues respectively associated with business-as-usual policies, the mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions, adaptation to climate change, geoengineering, and hybrid policies that combine emissions mitigation, adaptation, and/or geoengineering (see Wigley, 2006)? Such questions would include:

- Is SRM for partial or full deployment economically just? For example, is SRM economically feasible in comparison to a. mitigation, b. BAU, c. a combined mitigation/SRM approach? What are the costs of ‘side-effects’: i.e. geophysical risks? What are the costs of an abrupt cessation of SRM? How are costs and benefits to be measured? Do our measures privilege some regions over others or have a temporal bias (e.g., unfairly discount future generations)? Should other issues, such as historical responsibility, be factored in?
- What is the most effective SRM level globally?
- What types of SRM geoengineering objectives (e.g., lowering temperatures, avoiding sea level rise) are feasible (scientifically, economically, ethically)? How are different objectives with different spatial or temporal harms and benefits to be balanced?
- Could SRM geoengineering be ‘optimized’ with different spatial patterns of deployment or by combining different SRM schemes? And how would optimization be defined? (Ban-Weiss and Caldeira, 2010; Robock et al., 2008)
- SRM geoengineering has been suggested as a way to prevent tipping points (cf. the discussion above). How well could tipping points be identified and how successful could SRM be at halting or even reversing these tipping point responses, and what would the impacts of the required forcings?

Box 1: List of nine key questions
1) Can geoengineering be tested?
2) What are the coupled scientific-ethical issues relevant to SRM pre-deployment for testing?
3) Are there political risks of conducting SRM research?
4) What are feasible climate trajectories?
5) How do we value different climate trajectories?
6) What knowledge, institutions, and decision processes are needed for responsible decision-making?
7) What are the distributions of benefits and harms along the trajectories for what entities? Will those harmed be compensated?
8) How fast (if at all) could we learn?
9) How is geoengineering to be controlled?
• What is the probability that climate change causes severe enough damages that SRM could become a necessary response?

4.5 How are different climate trajectories to be valued?
Given that SRM deployment can theoretically be modified in terms of speed and intensity of deployment to target different climate trajectories, a series of coupled scientific-ethical issues about what objectives are scientifically feasible and ethically responsible constitute another field of research. In addition, since SRM will affect both temperature and precipitation, decisions will have to be made about how to compare these changes in the models that will be used to understand geophysical risks and inform policy. It is important that both the scientific as well as the ethical dimensions of methodological choices be rendered transparent. These issues include:

• What is the best way to compare and weight changes in temperature, precipitation and other climate conditions? For example, how should we trade off harmful impacts from precipitation change with respect to beneficial impacts from lower temperatures?
• How are regional variations regarding the risks of higher temperatures vs. modified precipitation to be weighted?
• If temperature and precipitation anomalies resulting from SRM cannot simply be aggregated, what is the best way to quantify them?
• Is using a regional average value for damages appropriate for either temperature or for precipitation or will doing so mask significant trends and underestimate the impact and disparity in the impact across different regions?
• How should existing climate conditions be considered when assessing the impacts of SRM-induced changes in climate? Should a dry region getting drier be treated in the same way as wet region getting drier?

4.6 What knowledge, institutions, and decision processes are needed for responsible decision-making?

• Should SRM research be regulated? What aspects should be regulated and why? How should such regulation be structured?
• What procedures should be put into place to determine under what conditions the pre-deployment for testing should be terminated as unsafe?
• Should SRM deployment for geoengineering be regulated? How should such regulation be structured?
• What procedures should be put into place to determine under what conditions the deployment should be terminated as unsafe?
• How will the target goal of geoengineering (i.e., lowering temperature and to what level, controlling sea-level rise) be determined? Who will determine this goal?
• How are speed and duration of geoengineering to be determined?
• What procedures should be put into place to determine under what conditions the geoengineering can be stopped? What procedures should be put into place to determine whether those conditions have been met?
• How will global participation in SRM be maintained?
• What entities will be responsible for controlling SRM if deployed? For example, would it be an individual state, a group of states, or an international body?

4.7 What are the distributions of benefits and harms along different climate trajectories, and for what entities? Will those harmed be compensated?
Having recognized that different SRM strategies will have different risks and will likely result in different distributions of harms and benefits both spatially and temporally, another field of coupled scientific-ethical inquiry arises around who benefits and who is harmed by different climate trajectories, as well as whether harms will be compensated. For example:
• How does the optimal SRM level vary between countries and regions?
• Which climate should be the aim of SRM geoengineering, that is, which objective should be the target?
• Will regional diversity in the response to different levels of SRM make agreement about the optimal level of geoengineering difficult to achieve?
• The regions most harmed by climate change impacts are often those regions least responsible for causing it. Will SRM enlarge this gulf or make it better?
• Will SRM transfer greater risks to future generations (cf. Ross and Matthews 2009)?
• What are the consequences of abrupt cessation of SRM? How do the harms resulting from abrupt cessation correlate with the magnitude and time span of SRM?
• Regions that abstain from participating in SRM will likely still be affected. Should global participation in SRM be mandated?
• Will those nations/regions/individuals harmed by SRM be compensated? Who will be responsible for compensation? What is a just form of compensation?
• How are the harms and benefits for nonhuman organisms and ecosystems to be weighted?

4.8 How fast (if at all) is learning possible?
Another field of coupled ethical-scientific research involves a series of epistemic issues surrounding what can be learned from testing (or deployment) and how to act in the face of uncertainties. These include:
• How fast can uncertainties be reduced? Will deployment of SRM help or hinder learning about uncertain climate properties?
• Can threshold events be forecast with sufficient time to mitigate those events through SRM?
• How is the effectiveness of SRM to be measured?
• How are observed changes (both positive and negative) to be attributed to SRM vs. internal climate variability?
• Once deployed, can the magnitude of SRM be effectively adjusted in order to respond to observed changes in the climate system?
4.9 How is geoengineering to be controlled?
The question of how geoengineering is to be controlled is a question that has a scientific element as well as a justice component. Procedural justice is an important element in responsibly deciding whose interests should be represented and the procedures for doing so. However, a just policy process must be built upon a solid scientific foundation. However, the scientific questions about feasibility and safety themselves rest upon normative decisions about what counts and what levels of confidence are adequate. Some of these coupled scientific-ethical issues include:

- What are feasible targets and safe implementation and termination speeds for SRM? How is safety defined in this context? How is this decision made?
- Are targets such as a) maintaining a stable balance of ice sheets in order to slow sea level rise or b) decreasing temperatures to return to pre-industrial temperatures or c) cooling the climate without reducing global precipitation below pre-industrial levels or d) avoid exposing significant numbers of people to “novel” climate conditions [see Irvine et al., 2010] that will require different implementation speeds and intensities scientifically, ethically, and politically feasible? How are these decisions to be made? Who will make these decisions?
- Are there some targets that require implementation speeds that would cause more harm than is ethically acceptable?
- How would SRM geoengineering deployed to achieve a certain objective be controlled in the highly variable and chaotic climate system? How would success be verified?
- How will global level of geoengineering be controlled, and how will the geoengineering be implemented and monitored?
- What groups have the scientific, political, and ethical legitimacy to make decisions about geoengineering research or deployment?
- Due to technological limitations only a limited number of countries can actually implement geoengineering. Will this be a problem?

Conclusion

Although we have attempted to identify some of the central coupled scientific-ethical issues concerning geoengineering research and deployment, our analysis is not exhaustive. It is designed instead to lay the foundation for a robust research agenda, to illustrate the essential nature of this coupled research, and to encourage funding agencies to support this coupled research by establishing an Ethical, Legal, and Social Implications (ELSI) program for SRM.
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